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Valuation Adjustment Mechanism (VAM) is the core part of the equity 
investment business, belong to private equity investment agreement attached 
agreement, throughout the entire negotiation process from the trial of the first instance 
to the private equity fund formally signed an investment agreement, also affect the 
enterprise development and exit ways, its importance is self-evident. VAM as a 
valuation adjustment, the purpose is to solve the investment and financing of different 
divisions in enterprise valuation, through to the target enterprise future performance 
of the contract, and through the actual performance of enterprise valuation to 
adjustments, or pay compensation in cash or stock, in order to make up for the loss of 
other party. 
This article mainly divides into four parts. 
The first part, mainly introduces the overview of private equity investment and 
VAM. Firstly, introduce the general situation of private equity investment and the 
development in China etc. Secondly, introduction to VAM on the meaning, 
characteristics, types and forms. In next to analyses the legal relations about VAM. 
Finally, to analyzes the legal nature of VAM and draw conclusions. 
The second section of this article,starting from the angle of enterprise of our 
country, to bet against the case of Mengniu and chinahr respectively correspond to 
gambling and betting on mergers and acquisitions of listed two kinds of betting types, 
and from the three Mengniu Dairy, chinahr.com, Prince milk on the gambling case are 
respectively corresponding to bet on success, without winning bets with three for 
failure of gambling on the gambling result, thus revealing the enterprises of our 
country to the agreement on gambling show the climate does not suit one, its root lies 
in not straighten enterprise position and blind commitment to bet on the target. 
The third section of this article,from the legal,regulatory and legislative angle 
respectively introduces the agreement on gambling in China, be in a nice hobble 
situation,and pointed out that in the financial crisis continues to ferment in the future, 
judicial, regulatory and legislative three Department's attitude is not clear and 
behavior are not as likely in a growing number of fires ignited China capital market 
gambling agreement proceedings in. 















equity investment from the investors, financiers and legislation angle, and puts 
forward the methods to improve the agreement on gambling situation, the 
expectations of our country from all walks of life can begin from perfect legislative 
measures, finally realize the orderly development of Chinese capital market. 
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